










































 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It seems crystal clear that the Himalayan Crystal Tri Angle Pendant has a 
profound positive effect on individuals. 
 
In addition to the analysis part of the data, during experiments 
changes witnessed in the biofield were unusually strong and 
positive. 
 
Maximum changes were seen in brow, crown and solar chakra 
along with significant positive change in biofield. 
 
After use of Himalayan Crystal Tri Angle Pendant calming frequencies like 
subtle pink/blue were seen predominantly in the field. It had also increased 
the vibrancy of chakras reduced the stress pattern seen on the muscle of 
the back as pooled red energy. 
 
Predominance of green and violet was seen to increase with prolonged use 
of Himalayan Crystal Tri Angle Pendant. 
 
Blocked chakras especially brow and solar showed opening up. Red 
congested energy was replaced by green or violet healing energy. 
 
Positive effects are also seen over lung fields in some of the cases. 
 
From this research we can conclude that Himalayan Crystal Tri Angle 
Pendant is a very effective mode of balancing the chakras/energy centers 
and also the biofield. 
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Summary and Certificate derived from our „Life Energy Tests“ 

 

1. Three operational fields of the “Himalayan Crystal Tri Angle Pendant” 

were tested: the effects on the net of the meridians („Chi‟ energy and 

harmony), on the soma (organ functions and colloidal states), and on 

the vegetative nervous system (Heart Rate Variability to describe 

stress and the sympathetic and vagal nervous systems).  

 

2. The “Himalayan Crystal Tri Angle Pendant” is able to improve energy, 

harmony, tissue functions, and to strengthen and balance the bodily 

autonomous system in case of added information.  

 

3. The energy content of the “Himalayan Crystal Tri Angle Pendant” for 

themselves can be judged as very good.  
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Summary and Certificate derived from our „life energy tests“ 

 

1. Three operational fields of the “Himalayan Crystal Pendulum 

Pendant” were tested: the effects on the net of the meridians („Chi‟ 

energy and harmony), on the soma (organ functions and colloidal 

states), and on the vegetative nervous system (Heart Rate Variability 

to describe stress and the sympathetic and vagal nervous systems). 

  

2. In single blinded and randomized tests two situations were 

investigated: 1) effects of a Placebo pendant, 2) effects of the Verum 

items, the pendants worn on the breastbone. 

 

3. The “Himalayan Crystal Pendulum Pendant” is able to improve 

harmony and tissue pH, and to enhance the resistance on stress 

within the autonomous systems of the body. 

 

4. It can be assumed that the increases of harmony/information and 

the improvement of the stress tolerance and resistance will reduce 

negative environmental and civilization effects we all are suffering 

from.  
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Summary and Certificate derived from our „life energy tests“ 

 

1. Three operational fields of the “Himalayan Crystal World Pendant” 

were tested: the effects on the net of the meridians („Chi‟ energy and 

harmony), on the soma (organ functions and colloidal states), and on 

the vegetative nervous system (Heart Rate Variability to describe 

stress and the sympathetic and vagal nervous systems). 

  

2. In single blinded and randomized tests two situations were 

investigated: 1) effects of a Placebo pendant, 2) effects of the Verum 

item, the pendants worn on the breastbone. 

 

3. The “Himalayan Crystal World Pendant” is able to improve the 

criteria of harmony and tissue pH values. 

 

4. It can be assumed that the increases of harmony/information and 

the positive mesenchymal effects will reduce negative environmental 

and civilization loads we all are suffering from.  
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Summary and Certificate derived from our „life energy tests“ 

 

1. Three operational fields of the “Himalayan Crystal Love Collection” 

were tested: the effects on the net of the meridians („Chi‟ energy and 

harmony), on the soma (organ functions and colloidal states), and on 

the vegetative nervous system (Heart Rate Variability to describe 

stress and the sympathetic and vagal nervous systems). 

  

2. In single blinded and randomized tests two situations were 

investigated: 1) effects of a Placebo pendant, 2) effects of the Verum 

items, the pendants worn on the breastbone. 

 

3. The “Himalayan Crystal Love Collection” is able to improve energy, 

harmony, tissue pH, organ functions, and to balance the autonomous 

systems of the body. 

 

4. It can be assumed that the increases of energy and harmony and the 

improvement of the Vegetative Nervous System will reduce negative 

environmental and civilization effects we all are suffering from. The 

most remarkable effect is achieved by a combination of the Love 

Pendant and the Love Earrings. 
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